Every ending has a new beginning .............

Crossing a milestone of 60 glorious years, we venture into another academic year, keeping pace the demands of time in the field of academics as well as in activities, helping in the mental, physical and spiritual development of the students.

Leadership is about taking responsibility.

To guide the events for the year 2017-18, the office bearers were entrusted their responsibilities and were sworn in, on 12th April, 2017 during the Investiture Ceremony.
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congratulations to all the council members!
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Good writing is clear thinking.

Handwriting Competition was organized for the primary and middle-school students, both in English and Hindi, mainly to stress on the significance of acquiring a neat, legible and flawless handwriting. The best three entries from each section were awarded.

We rise by lifting others.

In an initiative to spread peace and happiness among the children, the members of the Universal Solidarity Movement (USM) - Mrs. Mridu DasGupta, Mrs. Usha Singh and Miss Jyoti Bhushan visited the Juvenile Home and organized a Yoga meditation session under Yoga specialist - Miss Chandani Dawani and Mr. Vivekanand Sharma.

They also visited the home for the destitutes managed by the Missionaries of Charity and tried to bring a smile on their faces through their gesture of love and concern.
Hardika Shukla of Std I participated in National Mathematics Indian Talent organized by Nation’s No. 1 Indian Talent and secured 8th rank in the state. She was awarded a gold medal, Rs.1000 and certificate.

Shubhangana Mahor of Std III participated in National Knowledge Indian Talent organized by Nation's No.1 Indian Talent and secured 9th rank in the State. She was awarded with Rs. 1000 and certificate.

Nishika Agarwal of Std V participated in Picasso Art Contest 2017 and is recognized as Golden Artist.

Varshita Verma of Std IX participated in Saviours Environment Competition. She topped in Group – B.

Swarna Gupta of Std. VIII participated in Essay Writing Competition on Water conducted by Central Ground Water Board Bhopal and was awarded with a merit certificate along with Rs.1000. She also participated in Saral Sanksrit Pariksha and secured 7th rank in state and was awarded a trophy and certificate.

Nishika Agarwal of Std V participated in National Mathematics Indian Talent organized by Nations No. 1 Indian Talent and secured 4th rank and was awarded a Tablet and certificate.

Divyadarshini Sikarwar of Std I participated in National Mathematics Indian Talent and secured 230th rank in state and was awarded with a certificate.

Aryanshi Singh of Std VII has won 1st position in drawing competition held at Big Bazaar organized by FBB. She has also won a gold medal for appreciation in the drawing competition organized by Association of Gwalior Youth Society held at Food Court.

Adaa Soni of Std VI has performed at Summer Night Fair at Facilitation Center and has received a participation certificate and a gold medal.
GoodBye ! Keep in touch !

A staff meeting was held on 29th April 2017 to bid farewell to our dear colleagues - Mrs. Abha Mallick, Miss Mary and Mrs. Carmeli who rendered fruitful years of service to this institution. Their hard work and dedication was appreciated by one and all. We wish them a very healthy and happy post retirement life.

The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and to think critically. Intelligence plus character — that is the goal of true education.

- Martin Luther King, Jr.

Don’t Forget

Turn off lights, fans and all electrical appliances when not in use to reduce electricity bills.